
NAME(S)_________________ CLASS DAY/TIME____________
ASTRONOMY 25 LLOYD

PROBLEM SET #3
STELLAR PARALLAX

INVERSE SQUARE LAW
HUBBLE'S LAW

INSTRUCTIONS: Show how you get your answer.

Part I: Stellar Parallax

distance = 1/parallax (distance in pc; parallax in seconds)

1a. The parallax of Regulus is 0.050" = 1/20 second of arc. (Regulus is the bright
star in Leo.) What is the distance to Regulus in parsecs?

1b. What is the distance to Regulus in light-years?

2. Canopus (the 2nd brightest star in the night sky) is 100 pc away. What is its
parallax?

3a. The Gaia spacecraft (a European mission) can measure parallaxes as small
as 1/10000". How far (in parsecs) is a star that far away?

3b. Compare this distance with the distance to the galactic center (8000pc).

Part II: The Inverse Square Law

If a star is x times farther away, it is x2 times fainter.

4a. Star P and Star Q are identical stars. Star P has an apparent brightness of
9 PU and an absolute brightness of 9 PU.
How far away is Star P?

4b. What is the absolute brightness of Star Q?

4c. If Star Q is three times farther away than Star P, what is the apparent
brightness of Star Q? Explain your reasoning.



5. The apparent brightness of the Sun at the Earth’s distance is 1400 W/m2.
What is the apparent brightness of the Sun at Saturn, 10 AU from the Sun?
Give the answer in W/m2. (1 AU is the distance between the Earth and the
Sun.)

6. Star X has a parallax of 0.2" and an apparent brightness of 20 PU. What is
the absolute brightness of Star X? Show your work

Part III: Hubble's Law

speed = (Hubble's constant)(distance)

speed = (redshift) (speed of light)

Assume Hubble's Constant is 75 km/s/Mpc.

7a. Galaxy A has a redshift of 0.1. What is its speed of recession?

7b. How far away is Galaxy A?

7c. How far back in time are we seeing it?

7d. What would its distance be if it turned out that Hubble's Constant was
150 km/s/Mpc?
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